Abstract. The process of liquidity provision in financial markets can result in prolonged exposure to illiquid instruments for market makers. In this case, where a proprietary position is not desired, pro-actively targeting the right client who is likely to be interested can be an effective means to offset this position, rather than relying on commensurate interest arising through natural demand. In this paper, we consider the inference of a client profile for the purpose of corporate bond recommendation, based on typical recorded information available to the market maker. Given a historical record of corporate bond transactions and bond meta-data, we use a topic-modelling analogy to develop a probabilistic technique for compiling a curated list of client recommendations for a particular bond that needs to be traded, ranked by probability of interest. We show that a model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation offers promising performance to deliver relevant recommendations for sales traders.
Introduction
The exchange of financial products primarily relies on the principle of matching willing counter-parties who have opposing interest in the underlying product, resulting in a demand-driven natural transaction at an agreed price. There are, however, cases where there is insufficient commensurate demand on one side at the desired price level, resulting in one of the parties needing to either wait for willing counter-parties or adjust their price. Where transaction immediacy is required, the client may approach a market maker (such as a bank or broker) who will facilitate the required trade by guaranteeing the other side of the transaction and charging a fee (the spread ) for this service. This process of facilitating client transactions is termed liquidity provision, as the client can pay a fee to trade an otherwise illiquid asset immediately.
From the market maker's perspective, providing this liquidity of course results in taking a proprietary position in the underlying product, affecting their inventory and/or cash on hand. The management of this inventory and how it relates to quoted spread to account for associated risks is widely studied (see [2, 8, 11, 12] as examples), however is beyond the scope of this paper. We are interested in the particular case where a market maker has provided liquidity in a
The products we consider are corporate bonds, which are fixed-term financial instruments issued by companies as a means of raising capital for operations. An investor who owns a corporate bond is usually entitled to interest payments from the issuer in the form of regular coupons, and redemption of the face value of the bond at maturity. The yield (interest rate) associated with a corporate bond is typically higher than a comparable government-issued bond. This yield differential is commensurate with the perceived credit-worthiness of the underlying company, the nature of the issue (senior/subordinated, secured/unsecured, callable/non-callable, etc.), the liquidity of the market place and the contractual provisions for contingencies in the event of issuer default [17, 10] . From an investors perspective, corporate bonds offer a relatively stable investment compared to, say, buying stocks in the company, since the instrument does not participate in the underlying profits of the company and bondholders are preferential creditors in the case of company bankruptcy. Following the initial issuance, corporate bonds are traded between investors in the secondary market until maturity, where market makers facilitate transactions by providing liquidity when required, leading to product exposures which need to be offset, as discussed above.
We will use a topic modelling analogy to frame the problem and develop a client profile inference technique. In the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community, many authors have focused on probabilistic generative models for text corpora, which infer latent statistical structure in groups of documents to reveal likely topic attributions for words [19, 6, 5, 24] . One such model is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] , which is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model under which documents are modelled as a finite mixture of topics, and topics in turn are modelled as a finite mixture over words in the vocabulary. Learning the relevant topic mixture and word mixture probabilities provides an explicit statistical representation for each document in the corpus. If one considers documents as products and words as clients, this has a natural analogy to the client recommendation problem we seek to solve. By observing product-client (document-word) transactions, we can infer a posterior probability of trade over relevant clients (topic with highest probability mass) for a particular product. These ideas are made more concrete in Section 2. Sampling from this posterior probability distribution provides us with a mechanism for client recommendation (most likely matches), coupled with a probability of trade, which will assist sales trades to gauge recommendation confidence.
This paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 discusses the analogy between topic modelling and bond recommendation. Section 3 introduces LDA as a candidate technique for client profile inference. Section 4 discusses some baseline models for comparison. Section 5 introduces some custom metrics to quantify recommendation efficacy, in the context of bond recommendation. Section 6 discusses the data and results, and Section 7 provides some concluding remarks.
A topic modelling approach: Terminology and analogies
We will frame the problem using the exposition in Blei et al. [6] as a guide, making appropriate modifications to reflect the bond recommendation use-case.
The word (w) represents the basic observable unit of discrete data, where each word belongs to a finite vocabulary set indexed by {1, ..., W }. Where appropriate, we may use the convention of a superscript (w i ) to indicate location in a sequence (such as in a document or topic), and subscript (w t ) to indicate a word observed at a particular time. Words are typically represented using unit-basis W -length vectors, with a 1 coinciding with the associated vocabulary index and zeros elsewhere. In our context, words represent clients, viz. w = i is a unit vector associated with client i. We have used the term client interest, as we may abstract the actual trade status of our recorded data (traded, not traded, indication of interest, traded away, passed) to an indicator representing interest or no interest. In each case, the client was interested in the underlying bond and requested a price, regardless of whether they actually traded with us, another bank or changed their mind. This is the behaviour we would like to predict and has the added benefit of reducing the sparsity of our dataset. In future work, we may consider relaxing this assumption to determine if certain trade statuses contain more relevant information for likely client interest.
A document (d) is a sequence of N words d = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w N }, where w n is the n th word in the sequence. In our context, a document relates to a specific product, where, like a document is a collection of words, a product represents a collection of clients who have expressed interest to trade.
A topic (z) is a collection of M words z = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w M } which are related in some way, representing an abstraction of words which can act as a basic building block of documents. In our context, a topic refers to a client group, viz. a set of clients that are regarded as similar based on the products they are interested in.
A corpus (w) is a collection of D documents, w = {d
In our context, the corpus represents the set of products which the market maker is interested in trading with its clients.
The product-client term-frequency matrix
In the topic modelling analogy, a corpus can be summarised by a documentword matrix, which is essentially a 2-d matrix where, for each document (row), we count the frequency of each possible word in the vocabulary (columns) in the document. This summary is justified by the exchangeability assumption typical in topic modelling, where temporal and spatial ordering of documents and words are ignored to ensure tractable inference.
For our application, we can compute an analogous product-client matrix where, for each product (row), we count the number of times a client (column) has expressed interest in the product. While we suspect the temporal property of client interest is an important property (clients trade bonds in response to particular market conditions, to renew exposure close to maturity or as part of a regular portfolio rebalancing scheme), we will ignore these effects in this study and revisit these properties in future work. We will, however, ensure only active bonds are used to populate the product-client matrix, i.e. bonds which have a start date before the training period start and maturity date after the chosen testing day.
The product-client summary of records we use in this study results in a highly sparse matrix, with relatively few clients dominating trading activity. Since equal weight is placed on zero and non-zero counts, this will make inference for clients who trade less frequently more difficult. One remedy used in the topic modelling literature is to convert the raw document-word matrix into a Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix [23, 21] . Under this scheme, for our application, the weighting of a client associated with a product increases proportionally with the number of times they have traded the product, but this is offset by the number of times the product is traded among all clients. We will use the standard formulation,
where
Here, f w,d is the raw count of the number of times client w was interested in product d, D is the total number of products and w is the set of all products.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] is a probabilistic generative model typically used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to infer latent topics present in sets of documents. Documents are modelled as a mixture of topics sampled from a Dirichlet prior distribution, where each topic, in turn, corresponds to a multinomial distribution over words in the vocabulary [13] . The learned document-topic and topic-word distributions can then be used to identify the best topics which describe the document, as well as the best words which describe the associated topics [7] .
As discussed in Section 2, we will consider documents as products and words as clients, allowing us to infer a posterior probability of trade (or at least client interest) over relevant clients (topic with highest probability mass) for a particular product.
LDA is traditionally a bag-of-words model, assuming document and word exchangeability. This means an entire corpus is used to infer document-topic and topic-word distributions, ignoring potential effects of spatial and temporal ordering. Given the particular problem of corporate bond recommendation, certain spatial and temporal features may be useful for more accurate recommendations. For example, the maturity date and frequency of coupon payment associated with a particular bond may influence the client's probability of trading. The duration and convexity characteristics of a bond and it's impact on the client's overall exposures may affect their willingness to trade. In this paper, we will ignore the effects of bond characteristics and temporal ordering of transactions, using only the bond issue and maturity dates to ensure they are active for the training and testing periods. To formalise ideas, we will reproduce the key aspects of the mathematical exposition of LDA (we follow conventions and notation set out in Wallach [24] ), modified to reflect the product recommendation use-case. This is complemented by the plate notation representation of LDA in Figure 1 .
Client generation is defined by the conditional distribution P (w t = i|z t = k), described by T (W − 1) free parameters, where T is the number of client groups and W is the total number of clients. These parameters are denoted by Φ, with P (w t = i|z t = k) ≡ φ i|k . The k th row of Φ (φ k ) thus contains the distribution over clients for client group k.
Client group generation is defined by the conditional distribution P (z t = k|d t = d), described by D(T − 1) free parameters, where D is the total number of products traded by the market maker. These parameters are denoted by Θ, with
The joint probability of a set of products w and a set of associated latent groups of interested clients z is
where N i|k is the number of times client i has been generated by client group k, and N k|d is the number of times client group k has been interested in product d. As in Blei et al. [6] , we assume a Dirichlet prior over Φ and Θ, i.e.
and
Combining these priors with Equation 2 and integrating over Φ and Θ yields the probability of the set of products given hyperparameters αn and βm:
In Equation 5, N k is the total number of times client group k occurs in z and N d is the number of clients interested in product d. This posterior is intractable for exact inference, but a number of approximation schemes have been developed, notably Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [15] and variational approximation [13, 14] . For our study, we made use of the scikit-learn [20] open-source Python library, which includes an implementation of the online variational Bayes algorithm for LDA, described in Hoffman et al. [13, 14] . They make use of a simpler, tractable distribution to approximate Equation 5, optimising the associated variational parameters to maximise the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), and hence minimising the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the approximating distribution and the true posterior.
4 Baseline models for comparison
Empirical Term-Frequency (ETF):
We can use the normalised product-client term-frequency matrix discussed in Section 2.1 to construct an empirical probability distribution over clients for each product. This encodes the historical intensities of client interest, without exploiting any latent structure.
2. Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF): NMF aims to discover latent structure in a given non-negative matrix by using the product of two lowrank non-negative matrices as an approximation to the original, and minimising the distance of the reconstruction to the original, measured by the Frobenius norm [18] . Applied to our problem, for a specified number of client groups, NMF can be used to reveal an unnormalised probability distribution over client groups for each product, and distribution over clients for each client group, from a given term-frequency matrix. These probabilities can be normalised for comparison with other models.
Recommender systems are usually evaluated in terms of their predictive accuracy, but the appropriate metrics should be chosen to reflect success in the specific application [22] . The data we have for inference and testing purposes is framed in terms of positive interest, viz. the presence of a record indicates a client was interest in the associated product, and the absence of a record indicates no interest. In addition, we are interested in capturing the accuracy of a "top N " client list, as opposed to a binary classifier. In terms of the standard confusion matrix metrics, we will thus focus on true and false positive results, however we have implemented a nuanced interpretation based on our application:
-Cumulative True Positives (CTP): A client recommendation for a particular product is classified as a True Positive (TP) if the recommended client matches the actual client for that product on the testing day. The total number of TPs for a testing day is thus the total number of correctly matched recommendations. Given our use-case, where the N best (ranked) recommendations are sampled, we compute the cumulative TPs as the number of TPs captured within the first x recommendations, x = 1, ..., N . More formally, the CTP for product j captured within the first x recommendations is given by
where w i j is the i th recommended client for product j and w * j is the actual client who traded product j.
-Relevant False Positives (RFP): A client recommendation is classified as a Relevant False Positive (RFP) if is does not match the actual client for that product on that day, but the recommended client traded another product instead. The rationale here is that the model captures the property of general client trading interest, so may be useful for the sales traders to discuss possibilities with the client, even though the model has matched the client to the incorrect product. These are measured at the first recommendation level (x = 1). For product j,
-Irrelevant False Positives (IFP): A client recommendation is classified as an Irrelevant False Positive (IFP) if is does not match the actual client for that product on that day, and the recommended client did not trade another product. This captures the wasted resources property of a false positive, as the sales trader could have spent that time targeting the right client. These are measured at the first recommendation level (x = 1). For product j,
6 Data and results Isolating either Buys or Sells for inference related to a particular trade direction, 4) Ensuring bonds are "active" for the relevant period, i.e. issued before start of training and matures after testing date, and finally, 5) construct a product-client term frequency matrix as described in Section 2.1.
Data
Results: Due to space constraints, we will only show results for the SELL trade direction, however results for BUYS were quite similar. Figure 2 shows CTP x for x = 1, ..., 100 for a number of candidate models, with parameter inference from a single training period ( period (1 Dec 2016 to 10 Feb 2017). A crude baseline which all models beat is random client sampling (without replacement), indicated by the solid black line, suggesting that there is useful information in the historical transaction record for the purpose of client recommendation. The ETF model does surprisingly well, capturing 40% TP matches within the first 20 recommendations. We find that the LDA models offer superior accuracy beyond 10 recommendations, indicating that the latent structure is useful for the purpose of refining posterior probability of trade. These results do, however, aggregate results over the entire testing period, whereas the intended use-case will be on a daily basis, using the previous day's transactions to refine recommendations. Table 1 shows the results from a through-time study, where a specified window size (WS) (number of days) was used for parameter inference, test metrics calculated for the day after, and the study moved forward one day. Results shown are averaged over all the testing days in the data set. Here, it is clear that, while the ETF model offers comparable CTP results to other models, it offers poor RFP and IFP results. For the highlighted LDA model, on average, 79% of the "incorrectly" recommended clients still traded on that day, albeit a different product. For a sales trader, making contact with these clients could start the conversation about their interests and be converted into a trade. Although it may not solve the direct problem of offsetting a particular position, it could still translate into revenue for the market maker. We found that increasing the WS to 500 days alleviates the sparse data problem somewhat and offers marginal improvements in performance, however more sophisticated data balancing techniques [3] should be explored to ensure accurate inference for clients who trade less frequently. Figure 3 shows CTP x for x = 1, ..., 10, RFP and IFP for each testing day, using the highlighted through-time LDA model in Table 1 (WS = 500, CG = 20, α = 0.1, β = 0.9). We see that this model offers relatively consistent recommendation performance. There is a significant increase in CTP accuracy around the end of December 2016, but this is largely due to relatively few "typical" clients trading. These clients would have traded frequently in the past, thus are more likely to be recommended in the first instance. There is also a decrease in performance around the beginning of February 2017. This could be due to a change in client preferences due the expiry of a certain class of bonds. This does suggest that simple moving inference windows may insufficient to capture temporal trends, and a more sophisticated modelling approach may be required.
Conclusion
We proposed a novel perspective for framing financial product recommendation using a topic modelling analogy. By considering documents as products and words as clients, we can use classical NLP techniques to develop a probabilistic generative model to infer an explicit statistical representation for each product as a mixture of client groups (topics), where each client group is a mixture of clients. By observing product-client (document-word) transactions, we can infer a posterior probability of trade over relevant clients (topic with highest probability mass) for a particular product.
We find that LDA is a promising technique to infer statistical structure from a historical record of client transactions, for the purpose of client recommendation. While it does not necessarily outperform a naïve approach in terms of "top 10" true positive recommendations, it does offer superior "top 100" accuracy and relevant false positive performance, where recommended clients trade other products which could translate into revenue for the market maker.
Further research should consider the advantages of inference using balanced product-client term frequency matrices [3] , incorporating bond metadata information into the LDA algorithm [25] , considering the effects of trends and other temporal phenomena [7] , and more sophisticated hierarchical topic modelling techniques to exploit latent structure [5, 4] .
